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Abstract. This paper establishes the existence and analyticity of homoclinic

loop bifurcation surfaces %? and multiplicity-two, limit cycle bifurcation sur-

faces ^ for planar systems depending on two or more parameters; it determines

the side of %f or 'F on which limit cycles occur; and it shows that if <#" and

W intersect, then typically they do so at a flat contact.

1. Introduction

Consider a Ck or analytic system

(lj) x = f(x,/i),

with 1 < k < oo, xgR2, \i € Rw, and m > 2, which has a homoclinic

orbit yo(t) or a semistable, multiplicity-two limit cycle xo(i) for p = /i0.
Typically, as ft varies from po > the homoclinic loop breaks or the semistable

limit cycle either vanishes or splits into two simple limit cycles. However, if

certain integrals along y0(t) or x0(i) are not equal to zero, then it is shown

that there are (m- l)-dimensional, Ck or analytic surfaces ß? or ^ through

the point /io in the parameter space Rm on which (1^,) has a homoclinic
loop or a semistable, multiplicity-two limit cycle (if k > 2 in the latter case);
furthermore, the signs of these integrals determine the side of X on which a

limit cycle bifurcates from the homoclinic loop yo(t) and the side of W on

which two simple limit cycles bifurcate from the multiplicity-two limit cycle

xo(i). If the surfaces ß? and & intersect, then for C°° or analytic systems it
is shown that they typically do so at a flat contact.

If for ft =/i0, the system (1^) has a multiple limit cycle xo(i) of multiplicity-
two, then a classical formula for the derivative of the Poincaré map or of the

displacement function with respect to the parameter /t, equation (36) on p.

384 in [1], makes it possible to use the Weierstrass preparation theorem to

establish the existence of a multiplicity-two, limit cycle bifurcation surface %?

for (1^,) provided that certain integrals along xo(i) are not all zero and k > 2.

This formula has proved to be immensely useful in studying bifurcations of

limit cycles; cf. [2-6]. On the other hand, if (1^) has a homoclinic orbit yo(t)

for fi = no, a formula for the derivative of the displacement function with

respect to the parameter /i is not readily available in the literature. (However,
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integral formulas for the distance between saddle séparatrices do appear in the
literature and even in some of Poincaré's early work; cf. the historical comments

in Remark 11 at the end of Appendix I.) Thus, in §2, we define the displacement

function d(fi) which measures the distance between the saddle séparatrices

of (lM) that form the homoclinic loop yo(t) for /i = /i0, establish that it is

a Ck or analytic function of fi, and then employ a technique used by Duff

[7] in the early 1950s for integrating the first variation of (1^,) with respect

to fi along a trajectory of (1^,) in order to derive a formula for dM(jto) in

terms of certain integrals along y0{t) ; cf. Lemma 2 in §2 of this paper. These

integrals are related to the Melnikov integral for perturbed dynamical systems

introduced by Melnikov in the early 1960s; cf. [8] or [9]. This relationship is

discussed in Appendix I. The formula for df,(ßo) then makes it possible to use

the implicit function theorem to establish the existence of a homoclinic loop

bifurcation surface <%* for (1^,) provided that certain integrals along yo(t) are
not all zero. This technique for establishing the existence (and analyticity) of

the homoclinic loop bifurcation surface ^ for (1^) generalizes the technique

used by the author in [10] to analyze the Bogdanov-Takens system. Several

interesting examples of systems with homoclinic loop and/or multiple limit

cycle bifurcation surfaces appear in the literature; cf., e.g., [10-15]. Some of
the results in [10-15] follow directly from the theorems in this paper and, in

addition, it follows from Theorem 5 and its corollary in §4 that the surfaces 2?

and *% for the systems in [11-15] intersect at a flat contact. The nature of the

intersection of the homoclinic loop bifurcation curve %? and the multiplicity-

two, limit cycle bifurcation curve £P was not discussed in [12] or [13]; however,
their intersection was shown to be exponentially flat for the specific systems

studied in [11, 14, and 15] and this result was recently generalized to generic

systems of the form (1^) with x e R", h e R2 and 7 < k < oo in [16]. We
extend this result in §4 where we show that %? and ^ intersect at a flat contact

for generic systems (1^,) with x e R2, ft e R2, and k = oo. Note that the
intersection of two curves being exponentially flat does not necessarily imply

that they intersect at a flat contact. For example, the function

k(x) = e-l/x sin{e1/x)

is exponentially flat at x = 0, but it does not have a flat contact, i.e., a contact

of infinite order, with the x-axis at x = 0 since /c'(0+) does not exist. These

concepts are defined and discussed more thoroughly in §4.
We begin this paper with a discussion of homoclinic loop and multiplicity-

two, limit cycle bifurcation surfaces in §§2 and 3 respectively and then discuss

their intersections in §4.

2. Homoclinic loop bifurcation surfaces

Suppose that the Ck or analytic system (1^,), with 1 < k < oo, x e R2,

H e Rm , and m>2, has a homoclinic loop

To : x = yo(t),        -oo < / < oo,

at a hyperbolic saddle 0 for fi = fi{) . Then So = To U {0} is a separatrix cycle
and typically, as p varies from /io in the parameter space Rm, -So vanishes,
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i.e., the saddle connection is broken. However, if one of the integrals

/OO pte-!0^yo(s),M0)as{AffiÁMthMo)dí
-oo

for j = I, ... , m , does not vanish, then locally there is an (m—1 ) dimensional,

Ck or analytic manifold 3? on which (1^,) has a homoclinic loop. This is
made precise in the following theorem where we assume that I\ ^ 0 and let

* = (rfV..,*8>).
Theorem 1. Suppose that for /t = /to the Ck or analytic system (1^) with

1 < k < oo and m > 2 has a homoclinic orbit yo(t) at a hyperbolic saddle

of (lMo) and that /i ^ 0.   Then given e > 0, there exists a S > 0 and a

unique function h(/i2, ■ ■ ■ , ßm) with h(fif , ... , //„) = ßf^ > defined and Ck

or analytic for \/ij - /¿j0)| < ô, j = 2, ... , m, such that the system (If,) with

ßi — h(ß2, ••• > ßm) and \fij - //j0))| < ô for j = 2, ... , m has a unique

homoclinic orbit in an e-neighborhood of T0 ; i.e., (lß) has a unique, local, (m—

1) dimensional homoclinic loop bifurcation surface %?: p,\ = h(pi, ..., ßm)

through the point ftoeRm.

Before proving this theorem, we state two important corollaries which deter-
mine the side of the homoclinic loop bifurcation surface ß? on which a limit

cycle bifurcates from the homoclinic loop of (1^,) with ß\ = h(ß2, ■■■ , ßm) ■

In order to succinctly state these corollaries, we let u>o = ±1 according to

whether the separatrix cycle Sç, is positively or negatively oriented respectively

and we note that if (1^0) has a homoclinic loop To at a hyperbolic saddle at

0 then according to Lemma 2 on p. 300 in [1], the Poincaré map for (lAo) is

defined along a normal line to T0 either on the interior or on the exterior of

So — T0 U {0} ; cf. Figure 1(a) or (b) respectively (see next page).

In view of the above observation, if V • f(0, /to) / 0 we can define the

quantity

(3) <T0 = ±sgn[V-f(0,//0)]

according to whether the Poincaré map is defined on the exterior or on the

interior of So respectively. It then follows from Theorem 44 on p. 304 in [ 1 ]

or from Theorem 1 in §4.7 of [9] that if V • f(0, /io) ^ 0 and the Poincaré map

is defined on the exterior of So then So is unstable or stable on its exterior iff

<t0 = ±1 respectively; and if V • f(0, /to) / 0 and the Poincaré map is defined
on the interior of So then So is unstable or stable on its interior iff fr0 = T1
respectively.

Corollary 1. Suppose that in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, V-f(0, /to)

/ 0 and we let <r0 be the quantity defined by (3). If we let A/zi = p.\ -
h(ßi, ■■■, ßm), then given e > 0 there exists a ô > 0 such that for \/t -/to\ < à

(a) the system (If,) has a unique hyperbolic limit cycle in an e-neighborhood

of T0 if ojoaoh^ßx > 0,
(b) the system (If,) has a unique separatrix cycle in an e-neighborhood of

To iff Ay i - 0, and
(c) the system (If,) has no limit cycle or separatrix cycle in an e-neighbor-

hood of r0 if (Oo(ToI\Ani < 0 ; cf. Figure 2.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1. The Poincaré map, h(x), for (1^,,) is de-

fined either on (a) an interior neighborhood of So or

on (b) an exterior neighborhood of So

h

H2

Figure 2.   If co0aoli  > 0, then locally  (1„)  has a
unique limit cycle near r0 if p\ > h(/u2, ... , pn

no limit cycle near r0 if ß\ < h(ni, ■ ■ ■ , ßm)
) and

Next, let us define the quantity

(4) Io = ±f V • f(yo(0 , Mo) dt

according to whether the Poincaré map is defined on the exterior or on the

interior of So respectively; cf. Figure 1. If V • f(0, /to) ^ 0 then according

to Lemma 6 on p. 302 of [1], Iq — ±oo ; however, if V • f(0, /to) = 0, then
the quantity To may exist as a nonzero real number. If so then it follows from
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Lemma 5 on p. 293 in [1] and equation (5) on p. 301 in [1] that S0 is unstable

or stable on its exterior if Iq is positive or negative respectively and that So is

unstable or stable on its interior if Iq is negative or positive respectively.

Corollary 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, if the quantity I0 defined by

equation (4) is a nonzero, real number, then given e > 0, there exists a ô > 0

such that for \/t - /iq\ < ô and Aßi = ß\ - h(ß2, ■■■ , ßm),

(a) the system (If,) has a unique hyperbolic limit cycle in an e-neighborhood

of T0 if co0I0IiAßi > 0,
(b) the system (If,) has a unique separatrix cycle in an e-neighborhood of

To iff Aßi — 0, and
(c) the system ( 1^) either has exactly two hyperbolic limit cycles, or a unique

multiplicity-two limit cycle, or no limit cycle in an e-neighborhood of Tq

if WoIohAßx <0.

Remark 1. If the system (1^,) defines a one-parameter family of rotated vector

fields with parameter ß\, then according to the definition of a family of rotated

vector fields, Definition 1 in [7], f AfAl > 0 and it follows that I\ > 0. Hence,
all of the above results hold and, furthermore, in the case when (1^) is an

analytic system, the rotated vector field theory in [7 and 17] and the uniqueness

of analytic continuations, Theorems 4-6, p. 34 in [18], allow us to establish the

existence of a global, analytic, homoclinic loop bifurcation surface %?. This

was carried out for the Bogdanov-Takens system

x=y,        y = x(x- \) + ßXy + ß2xy

in [ 10]; cf. Figure 3. Note that it follows immediately from the above differential

equations for the Bogdanov-Takens system that

(o0 = 1,     ao = - sgn[V • f(0, 0)] = -ßt,

and that I\ > 0 since the Bogdanov-Takens system defines a one-parameter

family of (positively) rotated vector fields with parameter ß\ . The side of the

homoclinic loop bifurcation surface %? on which the Bogdanov-Takens system

has a unique limit cycle therefore follows from Corollary 1; cf. Figure 3.

The fact that there exists a unique limit cycle in the global region shaded

in Figure 3 follows from the uniqueness of the limit cycle of the Bogdanov-

Takens system, established in [19], and the theory of rotated vector fields in

i

i

i

Figure 3. The global homoclinic loop bifurcation curve

%f for the Bogdanov-Takens system
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[ 17] which shows that the Bogdanov-Takens system has a supercritical (or sub-

critical) Hopf bifurcation at ß\ = 0 if ß2 < 0 (or if ß2 > 0). The shape of the
global, homoclinic loop bifurcation curve %f shown in Figure 3 was determined

numerically.

Remark 2. If the separatrix cycle So is the boundary of a period annulus of

(lf,0), i.e., the boundary of a one-parameter family of periodic orbits of (1^0),

then both V • f(0, /in) = 0 and the integral defined in (3), Io = 0. However,
even in this highly degenerate case, some results determining the side of X

on which a limit cycle bifurcates from the homoclinic loop r0 of (1^0) are

available for perturbed periodic systems when I\ ^ 0. See Theorems 3.3 and
3.5 in [6] or Theorem 3 in [20].

In order to prove Theorem 1, we first note that if the system (1^0) has a

hyperbolic saddle at 0, then detDf(0, /to) < 0 and it follows from Theorems

1 and 2, p. 305 in [21] that for sufficiently small \/t — /»o| » the system (1^) has
a hyperbolic saddle at a point x(/t) which approaches 0 as /t -» /to ; in fact,

\(/t) isa Ck or analytic function for all sufficiently small \/t-/to\. Therefore,

under the Ck or analytic change of coordinates x —► x - \(/t), the system (1^,)

will have a hyperbolic saddle at the origin for sufficiently small \/t - /to\ and

this is assumed to hold throughout the remainder of this paper.

We let x0 = yo(Q) and define the unit vector uo = f(xo, /io)/|f(xo, /to)\, and
the normal line

/0 = {xeR2|(x-x0)-f(xo,/io) = 0}.

See Figure 4. As was mentioned in the introduction, Theorem 1 follows from

the implicit function theorem by using a formula for the derivative of the dis-
placement function d(/t) with respect to /t. So in order to prove Theorem 1,

we first of all define the displacement function d(/t), establish its continuity

or analyticity, and derive a formula for df,(/to). Geometrically, the displace-
ment function d(/t) is the distance between the saddle séparatrices T* and rjj

along the normal /o to the homoclinic loop T0 as shown in Figure 4. Clearly

d(/to) = 0.
In order to give a precise analytical definition for d(/t) and to establish that

it is a Ck or analytic function, we use the stable manifold theorem, Theorem

1.3.1, p. 13 in [8] or Theorem 1, p. 107 in [9] (cf. Theorem 1 in Appendix II
of [10] for the analytic case). Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, the stable

manifold theorem implies that there exists a ô > 0 such that for \/t - po\ <

ô and |y| < 23 there are unique Ck or analytic functions if/\(y2,/*) and

V2CV1 , M) describing the local stable and unstable manifolds

Sf, : y2 = ¥2(yi, f)   and    UM : yx = y/¡ (y2, /t)

respectively at the hyperbolic saddle 0 of the system (1^,) in coordinates (yi,^)

along the one-dimensional stable and unstable subspaces £¿ and Ej¡ of (1^,)

which are tangent to SM and UM at 0 respectively. It follows that for \/t-/to\ <

ô , the point f(/t) = (S, y/2(ô, /t)) e SM and the point yu(/t) = (y/x(6, /t), ô) 6
Vf,. If C(/t) is the diagonalizing matrix for Df(0, /t) (see the proof of the

stable manifold theorem on p. 107 in [9]), then in terms of the original coor-

dinates (x\, X2) we obtain the points \s(/t) = C(/t)ys(/t) £ Sf, and x"(/i) =

C(/t)yu(/t) € Uf,. Furthermore, \s(/t) and x"(/i) are Ck or analytic functions

of /i for \/t - no\ < S .
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H = H0 M Ho

Figure 4. The displacement function d(/t) defined for

/i near /to

Now let (j>(t, £, ft) denote the solution of (1^) which satisfies the initial

condition </>(0 ,Ç,ft) = £. We can then define the following Ck or analytic

functions representing the séparatrices TSM and TJ¡ respectively: xs(t,ft) =

4>(t,xs(ft),ft) and xu(t,ft) = 4>(t,xu(ft),ft) for |// - /i0| < S and i 6 R.
Then since the homoclinic loop To of (1^0) crosses the normal line /0 at xo,

it follows that there exists a ig < 0 and a ig > 0 such that xs(ts0, /in) = xo =

x"(íq > /'o) • In fact, by the uniqueness of solutions, we have xs(t + ts0,Mo) =

yo(t) = x"(t + ig, fto) for all t e R. We now define the points xg (/i) and
xg(/i) shown in Figure 4 where the séparatrices T* and FJJ cross the line /o

respectively.

Lemma 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, i/zere ex/sis aá>0 ahí/ unique

functions ts(/i) and x"(ft) which are Ck or analytic for \/t - fto\ < à such
that xs(ft) —► ts0 and ru(ft) —► ig as ft —> fio and such that the points xs0(ft) =

xs(rs(ft) ,ft)el0 and xu(ft) = x"(t"(/i), ft) e l0 for \/i - ft0\ < S ; cf. Figure 4.

Proof. For t e R and sufficiently small \ft - fto\, let xs(t,ft) be the Ck or

analytic function, representing the separatrix TSM , defined above and let

S(/,,«) = [xí(í,/i)-xo]-f(xo,/io).

Then S(t, ft) is a Ck or analytic function for /gR and all sufficiently small

\ft - /io| • Furthermore, S(ts0, fto) = 0 since xs(ts0, /i0) = x0 and

— (ts0, fto) = xs(tso, fio) • f(*o, Mo) = MO) • f(xo, /io) = |f(x0, Mo)\2 ¥= 0

since x0 = yo(0) is not a critical point of (1^). Thus, by the implicit function

theorem for Ck or analytic functions, Theorems 10.2.3 and 10.2.4, p. 268 in

[22] respectively, there exist a ô > 0 and a unique function ts(m) which is

Ck or analytic for |/i - /t0| < <J such that tj(/i) -♦ ig as /i -» /io and such

that S(ts(m) , /0 = 0 for all |/i - /i0| < <5 ; i.e., for all \m - Mo\ < à , the point
Xq(/i) = xs(xs(m) , /i) e /o • It is similarly shown that there is a unique function

t"(/i) which is Ck or analytic for \m~Mo\ < à suchthat t" (m) -> % as /i —> Mo

and such that xg(/i) = x"(t"(/i) , /i) 6 /o for ail |/i - /i0| < á .

Definition 1. The displacement function

</(/Os[xS(/0-XoOO]A«o

where the points xg(/i) 6 /o and xg(//) e /o are defined in Lemma 1 for \/t -

Mo\ < ô, the unit vector uo = f(x0, /io)/|f(x0, Mo)\ and the wedge product of

two vectors x, y e R2 is defined by x A y = x^2 - y\X2 ; cf. Figure 4.
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By Lemma 1, the displacement function rf(/i) is a Ck or analytic function

for \m — Mo\ < S when (1^) is a Ck or analytic system respectively. And the
system (1^,) has a homoclinic loop at the hyperbolic saddle 0 iff d(ß) = 0.

The components of the derivative dM(Mo) are given in the next lemma.

Lemma 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, for j = Ï, 2, ... , m,

(5) dßj(Mo) = -co0Ij/\i(xo, mo)\

where a>o - ±1 according to the orientation of the homoclinic orbit yo(t), x0 =

yo(0) and I¡ is defined by (2).

Before proving Lemma 2, we note that, according to Lemma 1, the sépa-

ratrices r* and YUf, cross the straight line Iq at the points xs0(m) and xg(/i)

respectively; cf. Figure 4. In proving Lemma 2, it is convenient to define the

Ck or analytic functions

xsM(t) = 4>(t,^(M),M)   and   x£(i) = <j>(t, xgC/i), /»)

representing r* and Tf, respectively for i e R and |/i - Mo\ < à • We only
prove Lemma 2 for the case when j = 1 ; the other cases follow in exactly the

same way.

Proof. According to Definition 1,

^) = [x0"(/i)-xso(/i)]Auo

and then, following Duffs notation on p. 22 in [7], we define n to be the

coordinate along the normal line /o (with n > 0 on the exterior of To and

n < 0 on the interior of To) and we therefore have

d(Mo) = n"(0,Mo)-ns(0,Mo)

where the functions nu(t, m) = [x£(i) -x0] Auo and ns(t, /i) = [xsM(t) -xo] Au0

are the projections of the vectors [x£(i) - x0] and [x* (i) - xo] onto the line /o

respectively. It follows that

(6)     dttt(ßQ) = ^o)-j^(Mo)
9/i"._       x     dns ..

Au0 = ^—(0,/io)-77—(0,/io).
Oß\ Oß\

But then, as in equation (3.8) in [7],

(7) S^C./O-   œQP{U,l)
dfiS ,r'     \i(^(t),M)\

where the function p(t, m) satisfies the first order linear differential equation

(8) ^ = V.f(xJ/(í),/,)/,-fAf/í,(x;(í),/i)

obtained from the variational equation of the system (lM) with respect to ß\
along the trajectory xsM(t) of (1^) ; cf. the derivation of equations (7) and (8)

in Appendix II. Note that equation (8) is equivalent to equation (3.14) in [7].

The solution of the linear differential equation (8) is given by

(9) p(t,M)e-^^(t')'")dtX =- fXe-^^e)'ß)dftM^ß{t)tß)dt.
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See equation (3.15) in [7]. Now using the fact that f(x* (i) ,/í)-»0 as i —> oo,

which follows from the fact that x*(i) approaches the saddle 0 of (1^,) as

i —► oo, it follows from equation (7) that />(i, /i) —> O as i —» oo (since, by

Lemma 6 in [17], dxsM/dß\ remains bounded as i —► oo). Thus, setting i0 = 0

and letting t\ -> oo in (9) yields
y»00 pi

(10) P(0,M)=        e-fo™WÏ^<"fAW(t),M)dt.
Jo

Similarly,

(11) ^-(t,M)-   œ°Ht'M)
dßx" "" |f(x»(í),Af)|

where p(t, m) satisfies the linear differential equation (8) with x£(í) in place

of x* (i). It then follows, since p(t, m) ->0 as t -» -oo, by setting t\ = 0 and

letting i0 -» -oo in (9), that

(12) p(0,M) = - f    e-fôv-f{xU>{t')>")dt'fAffit(xuM(t),M)dt.
J—oo

But for m - Mo, x* (i) = yo(t) = x£(i) for all i € R and therefore, it follows

from equations (6), (7), (10), (11), and (12) that

¿»'w=ifiWik)iwo'/,o)-',(0'',o)1
(Oo

|f(x0, /i0)l

wo/i

re-I>t^^dt'fAfm(yo(t),M)dt
J—oo

|f(x0, /#o)|

according to the definition of I\ in (2). This completes the proof of Lemma 2.

The proof of Theorem 1 is now an easy consequence of the implicit function
theorem.

Proof of Theorem 1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, it follows from Lem-
mas 1 and 2 that for sufficiently small \m - /fol > the displacement function
d(M) is a Ck or analytic function which satisfies d(Mo) = 0 and dßx(Mo) -

-<y0^i/|f(xo, ßo)\ ¥= 0. It therefore follows from the implicit function theorem

for Ck or analytic functions, Theorem 10.2.3 or Theorem 10.2.4 on p. 268 in

[22] respectively, that there exist a S > 0 and a unique function h(ß2, ... , ßm)

which satisfies h(ß20], ... , ß^) = ßf] and d(h(ß2, ... , ßm), ß2, ... , ßm) =

0 for \ßj - f¿J>\ < ô, j - 2, ... , m; furthermore, h(ß2, ... , ßm) is a Ck

or analytic function for \ßj - ß^\ < ô, j - 2, ... , m. It therefore follows

from the definition of the displacement function d(M) that the system (1^,)

with ß\ = h(ß2, ... , ßm) and \ßj - ßf^\ < ô, j = 2, ... , m, has a homo-
clinic orbit r^,. Furthermore, if ß\ = h(ß2, ... , ßm), then í/(/i) = 0, i.e., the

functions x0(/i) and Xq(/i) defined in Lemma 1 satisfy Xq(/i) = xg(/i), and by

the uniqueness of solutions of ( 1^), x^(i) = xj¡(í) for all i € R. It follows that

Tf, is represented by x*(i) or x£(i) for ieR. By continuity of solutions with

respect to initial conditions,

(13) lim xsM) = lim x"(i) = y0(t)
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for i e R, the convergence being uniform on any compact time interval -a <

t < a according to Theorem 4.1 on p. 58 in [23]. And according to the stable

manifold theorem for sufficiently large a > 0, the limits in (13) are uniform for

all i > a and t < -a . Thus, given e > 0, there is a ô > 0 such that for i e R

and \m -Mo\<S with // = (h(ß2, ... , ßm), ßi, ■ ■ ■ , ßm), |x* (i) - y0(t)\ < e ;

i.e., the homoclinic orbit Tf, is in an e-neighborhood of r0 . Finally, it follows

from the uniqueness of the function h(ß2, ... , ßm) and the uniqueness of

solutions if (l/i), i.e., the uniqueness of the séparatrices TJJ and rsM which

approach 0 as i —► ±oo respectively, that Tf, is the only homoclinic orbit

in an e-neighborhood of To for |/i - mo\ < S . This completes the proof of
Theorem 1.

Proof of Corollary 1. We shall only prove Corollary 1 in the case when the

Poincaré map is defined on the interior of So. The other case is treated in a
similar fashion. Then under the hypotheses of Theorem 1, if V • f(0, mo) ¥" 0,

it follows from Theorem 44, p. 304 in [1] or from Theorem 1 of §4.7 of [9]
that the separatrix cycle So = T0 U {0} is stable or unstable on its interior
if (70 — -sgn[V • f(0, mo)] = ±1 respectively. Thus, there exists an interior
neighborhood Ne of So such that all trajectories of (l^J which start in Ne

spiral out toward So as <r0i —» oo ; and, in particular, the trajectory through the

point pe on l0 , with coordinate n = -e/2, spirals out toward To as act -* °° •

But then, according to the continuity of solutions with respect to parameters,

it follows that there is a ô > 0 such that for \m - Mo\ < 3 the trajectory

of (1^,) through the point pE on /o crosses /o again at a point to the right
(or left) of pe on Iq if oq > 0 (or if ao < 0) ; cf. Figure 5. Consider the

case when œoh > 0. (The case when <ao/i < 0 is treated similarly.) Then

according to equation (5) in Lemma 2, dßx(ßo) < 0. And by the continuity of

dfi,(M), it follows that there is a S > 0 such that ú^,(/i) < 0 for all |/i -Mo\ <
S. Let %f be the homoclinic loop bifurcation surface defined in Theorem

1. Then if //* e X and |/i* - mo\ < S we have d(M*) = 0 and </„,(>*) <
0. It therefore follows from the mean value theorem that for \m - Mo\ < S,

d(M) = dm(ft)Aßi where Aßi = ßi -h(ß2,..., ßm) and ft — M + se\Aßi with
ei = (1, 0, ... , 0) and 0 < s < 1 . Thus, if AßX > 0 and |/i - Mo\ < S, it
follows that d(M) < 0; i.e., «"(0,//) < «í(0,/í) and if a0 > 0, it follows
from the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem that (1^) has a stable limit cycle in an

e-neighborhood of To . Cf. Figure 5(a). Similarly, if Aß\ < 0 and \m~ Mo\ < ¿
then d(p) > 0; i.e., «"(0,//) > ns(0,M) and if (To < 0, it follows from
the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem that (If,) has an unstable limit cycle in an

e-neighborhood of To. Cf. Figure 5(b). Thus, for |/i - mo\ < <5, (1?) has a
limit cycle T^ in an e-neighborhood of To if wo^i^o^i > 0. The uniqueness

of the limit cycle follows from the fact that if V • f(0, /i) ^ 0 then at most

one limit cycle bifurcates from T0 as /* varies from mo ', cf. Theorem 47, p.
312 in [1] or Theorem 2 in §4.7 of [9]. And the hyperbolicity of the limit
cycle T^ follows from Theorems 42 and 47 in [1]. This completes the proof
of part (a) of Corollary 1. Part (b) of Corollary 1 follows immediately from

Theorem 1 and its proof. And part (c) of Corollary 1 follows from the fact that

if V -f(0, Mo) ¥= 0 then (1^,) has at most one limit cycle in an e-neighborhood

of T0 (according to Theorem 47, p. 312 in [1]) and an argument similar to

that used above (based on the Poincaré-Bendixson theorem) which implies that
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(a) o0 > 0

(b)O0<0

Figure 5. For too > 0 and /[ > 0, the system (1^)

has a limit cycle if ood(M) < 0, i.e., if ooAß\ > 0

if (1^) has a unique limit cycle in an e-neighborhood of T0, then it must be a

semistable limit cycle. But then, according to the theory of rotated vector fields

in [7] or [17], an arbitrarily small rotation of (1^) would cause the semistable
limit cycle to split into two limit cycles contradicting the uniqueness result in

Theorem 47 on p. 312 in [1]. Thus, for a>ohooAß{ < 0, (1^,) has no limit cycle

in an e-neighborhood of To and by part (b), (1A) has no separatrix cycle in an

e-neighborhood of T0 for Aß\ ^ 0. This completes the proof of Corollary 1.

Proof of Corollary 2. We only prove Corollary 2 in the case when the Poincaré
map for (1^,) is defined on an interior neighborhood of So . The other case is

proved in a similar fashion. It then follows from the continuity of solutions of

(1^,) with respect to initial conditions and parameters, Lemma 5 on p. 293 in

[1] and equation (5) on p. 301 in [1] that the separatrix cycle So - T0 U {0} of

(lf,0) is stable or unstable on its interior according to whether the integral ¡o
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along y0(t), defined in (4), is positive or negative respectively. A repeat of the

argument used in the proof of Corollary 1 (based on the Poincaré-Bendixson

theorem) can then be used to show that if wohhAßx > 0 then for \m~Mo\ < ô ,
(If,) has at least one limit cycle Yß in an e-neighborhood of T0 (cf. Figure 5).
But according to Roussarie's theorem in [37], under the hypotheses of Corollary
2, (1^) has at most two limit cycles in an e-neighborhood of To . Therefore,

Tß is a hyperbolic limit cycle and it is unique. This completes the proof of

part (a) of Corollary 2. Part (b) follows immediately from Theorem 1 and its

proof. And part (c) follows as in the last part of the proof of Corollary 1 using

Roussarie's theorem in [37]. This completes the proof of Corollary 2.

Note that under the hypotheses of Corollary 2, it follows from Lemma 6 on

p. 302 in [1] that V • f(0, mo) = 0 and we cannot use Theorem 47 on p. 312

in [1] to establish that there is only one limit cycle near To if oJohhAß\ > 0

and no limit cycle near To if coohliAßi < 0. In fact, an example, showing

that all three of the possibilities listed in part (c) of Corollary 2 can occur when

a>oIohAß\ < 0, is given at the end of the next section.

3. Multiple limit cycle bifurcation surfaces

Suppose that the Ck or analytic system (1^,), with 2 < k < oo, xeR2,

M e Rm , and m > 2, has a multiplicity-two limit cycle

L0 : x = x0(i),        0 < i < To,

of period 7b for m = Mo- Then typically as // varies from mo in the parameter
space Rm , L0 either vanishes or it splits into two simple limit cycles. However,

if one of the integrals

(14) Jj= /V/o^^^fAfflj(x0(t),Mo)dt
Jo

for j: = 1, ... , m , does not vanish, then locally there is an (m-1) dimensional,

Ck or analytic manifold W on which (1^,) has a multiplicity-two limit cycle.

This is made precise in the following theorem where we assume that J\ ^ 0,

let (Oo = ± 1 according to whether the limit cycle Lo is positively or negatively

oriented respectively, and let oo = ±1 according to whether Lo is stable or
unstable on its interior respectively. Note that it then follows that ctq = ±1

according to whether Lo is unstable or stable on its exterior respectively.

Theorem 2. Suppose that for m - Mo the Ck or analytic system (If,) with
2 < k < oo and m > 2 has a multiplicity-two limit cycle xo(t) of period

To and that J\ ^ 0. Then given e > 0, there exists a ô > 0 and a unique

function g(ß2, ... , ßm) with g(ß20), ■■■ , ß^m) = /4°' - defined and Ck or an-

alytic for \ßj - ß^\ < ô,  j = 2, ... , m, such that the system (If,)  with

ßi = S(ß2, ■■■ , ßm) and \ßj - ß{p\ < ô for j = 2, ... , m has a unique

semistable limit cycle of multiplicity two, Lf, : x = Xf,(t) of period Tf, in an

e-neighborhood of Lo where Tf, —> T0 as m -> Mo',ie-> (1>») has a unique, local,
(m - lydimensional saddle-node bifurcation surface W : ß\ = g(ß2, ■■■ , ßm)

of multiplicity-two limit cycles of (lM) in the sense that for m € W, the sys-
tem (If,) has a saddle-node bifurcation at each multiplicity-two limit cycle Lf,
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Ml

M2

Figure 6. If (OoOoJ\ > 0, then locally (1^,) has two
simple limit cycles near L0 if ßi > g(ß2, ■■■ , ßm) and

no limit cycle near Lo if ß\ < g(ß2, ■ ■ ■ , ßm)

of (If,) with m € W where LM splits into a simple stable and a simple unsta-
ble limit cycle if (o0<JoJiAßi > 0 and LM vanishes if (x>oo~oJ\Aß\ < 0 where
AßX = ßi - g(ß2, ... , ßm). Cf. Figure 6.

Remark 3. For m = 2, Theorem 2 reduces to Theorem 3 in [4]. Also, in

the terminology of [24], the manifold W is a local saddle-node bifurcation

surface of multiplicity-two limit cycles of (1^,) and the set of Ck or analytic

vector fields f(x, /i), with x e R2 and /i e Rm, with m > 2, which satisfy

the hypotheses of Theorem 2, is an open dense subset of the set of all Ck

or analytic vector fields f(x,/f) having a multiplicity-two limit cycle Lo at

M = Mo ■ Furthermore, for k > 2, multiplicity-k limit cycle bifurcation surfaces,
their existence, extension and termination, are studied in detail in [24].

Remark 4. If the system (1^,) defines a one-parameter family of rotated vector

fields with parameter ß\ then J\ > 0, cf. [7] or [17], and Theorem 2 applies;
furthermore, in the case when ( 1^,) is an analytic system, the rotated vector field

theory in [7] and [17] and the uniqueness of analytic continuations in [18] can

be used to establish the existence of a global, analytic, saddle-node bifurcation

surface of multiplicity-two limit cycles, W .

An excellent example illustrating the theory in this paper is the quadratic

system

x = (ß2-ßi- \)x + y-x2 + (l+ßx)xy-y2,

y = 2x + 2x2/3 - xy

studied by Rousseau in [12]. Rousseau established the existence of global ho-

moclinic loop and saddle-node bifurcation surfaces 3? and W for this system

in [12] along with the fact that there is a supercritical (or subcritical) Hopf bi-

furcation at ß2 = 0 if ß\ > 0 (or if ß\ < 0). Cf. Figure 7. The shape of
the bifurcation curves ^ and %? shown in Figure 7 was determined numeri-

cally. Also, it was determined numerically by the author that the intersection

of X and f occurs at m*o - (-1-065, -.065), and that if M = /»5> then
V • f(0, Mo) = 0> h = --52, /, s .59, and I2 = -4.2. It follows from the
above differential equations that (o0 = +1 and that V-f(0, Mo) ¥" 0 if Mo ¥" Mo '»
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I- \l2

Figure 7. The bifurcation diagram showing the homo-

clinic loop and multiplicity-two bifurcation curves %?

and fê for Rousseau's quadratic system in [12]

in fact cr0 = - sgn[V • f(0, mo)\ is positive (or negative) if ß\ ' > ß\ '* (or if

//¡0) < ßf^*) as shown in Figure 7. The side of the homoclinic loop bifurca-

tion surface %? on which a limit cycle bifurcates from the homoclinic loop To

is therefore determined by Corollary 1 for mo / ^o and by Corollary 2 for
Mo = Mo ■ The results are consistent with Rousseau's results shown in Figure 7.

It was shown by the author in [25] that as /i0 -> Mo along the curve W, the

quantity J\ , defined by (14), approaches the quantity \l\, defined by (2), with

Mo = Mo in (2); cf- Lemma 4 in §4. Thus, since I\ = .59 > 0 for mo— Mo, it
follows that J\ > 0, at least for Mo near Mq on W. (This is also borne out by

numerical computation.) And since the semistable, multiplicity-two limit cycle

Lo for this system, which occurs when /i G ̂ , is stable on its exterior (which

follows since the critical point inside Lo is stable), we have ao = -1 along W.

Thus, according to the result in Theorem 2, two limit cycles bifurcate from Lo

for A/ii < 0, i.e., for ß\ < g(ß2), since (OoOqJ\ < 0; and once again this is

consistent with Rousseau's results shown in Figure 7. The phase portraits for

this quadratic system are given by Rousseau in [12] and in Figure 9 of this pa-

per. The new result that the bifurcation curves ß? and ^ in Figure 7 intersect

at a flat contact at M = Mo follows from Corollary 4 in §4.

It should be noted that in any small neighborhood of the point Mo in Figure

7 there is a (unique) limit cycle of Rousseau's system for ß\ < h(ß2) and no

unique stable or unstable limit cycle for ßi > h(ß2) ; in fact, there are either two

simple limit cycles, one multiplicity-two limit cycle, or no limit cycles for ßi >

h(ß2) and /i in a small neighborhood of m o ■ This is consistent with the results
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in Corollary 2 (since &>oWi < 0 in this example). Other interesting examples

with homoclinic loop and multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation surfaces can
be found in [11-15].

The proof of Theorem 2 follows directly from the Weierstrass preparation

theorem (for analytic functions) and the Malgrange preparation theorem (for

Ck functions) in view of the following classical result for the derivatives

dnj(0,Mo) of the displacement function d(n,M) which is defined and Ck or

analytic in a neighborhood of the point (0, /i0) according to Lemma 1.1 in

[28]. Note that as in [28] the displacement function along the transversal ¡o,

d(n, m) — h(n, M) - n where h(n, //) is the Poincaré map for the system (1^)
along lo and n is the coordinate along /0 as in §1.

Lemma 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, for j — \ ,2, ... , m,

(15) dßj(0, mo) = -(o0Jj/\f(xo,Mo)\

where a>o = ± 1 according to the orientation of the multiplicity-two limit cycle

xo(t), x0 - x0(0), and J¡ is defined by (14).

This classical formula is equation (36), p. 384 in [1] with jQT° V-f(xo(i), Mo) dt
- 0 since xo(i) is a multiple limit cycle; cf. Lemma 2 in [4] and equation (3.17)

in [7]. As was pointed out by Chicone and Jacobs [2], equation (15) is one of

the most useful results in the study of bifurcations of limit cycles of planar
dynamical systems.

Proof of Theorem 2. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, it follows from Lemma

3 and the fact that Lo is a multiplicity-two limit cycle of (lAo), cf. Defini-

tion 2 on p. 198 in [9], that d(0,Mo) = d„(0, mo) = 0, dnn(0, mo) ̂  0, and
dMl (0, Mo) i1 0, where n is the coordinate along the normal line ¡o to the limit

cycle L0 at the point x0 . Furthermore, there is a ô > 0 such that d(n, m) is a

Ck or analytic function of n and /* for \n\ <ô and |/i -mo\ < à ; cf. Lemma
1.1 in [28] or Lemma 13 and Remark 1 on p. 74 in [29]. Thus, according to the

Weierstrass preparation theorem for analytic functions or the Malgrange prepa-

ration theorem for Ck functions, cf. [1 and 27], there exists a ô > 0 such that
the displacement function

(16) d(n, ft) = [n2 + Ai(ß)n + A2(/i)Yt>(n, /i)

where A\(m), A2(m) , and <D(n,/i) are Ck or analytic functions for \n\ < S

and \m-Mo\<S; Ax(mo) = A2(m0) = 0, 0(0, /f0) ¿ 0 ; and dA2(mo)/dm ¿ 0
since ^,(0, mo) # 0. It then follows from (16) that

(17) dn(n , m) = [2n + ^,(/i)]0(«, M) + [n2 + Ay(p)n + A2{ß)Yt>H{n, /i)

and

dnn(ß,M) = 2^(n,M) + 2[2n + Al(M)]<S>n(n,M)

+ [n2 + A2(M)n + A2(M)]®nn(n, p)

for \n\ < ö and |/i - Mo\ < à. And from equations (16), (17), and (18) we

see that if 2« + A\(m) = 0 and n2 + Ax(M)n + A2(m) = 0, then (1^,) has a
multiplicity-two limit cycle through the point on /0 with coordinate n . So we

set « = -^i(/i)/2 and find that, from (16), rf(-^lv»/2, m) = 0 iff the Ck or
analytic function

G(m) = \A2(m)-A2(m) = 0
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(since by continuity <I>(«, mo) i1 0 for |«| < ô and \m~Mo\ < à). But G(mo) =

0 since A\(mo) = M(Mo) = 0 and

dG,    .        dA2,    ,   . „
^o) = -^o)#0

since dßi(0, mo) # 0. Thus, it follows from the implicit function theorem for

Ck or analytic functions, Theorem 10.2.3 or Theorem 10.2.4 on p. 268 in [22]

respectively, that there exists a ô > 0 and a unique function g(p2, ... , pm)

such that g(ß{20], ... , pW) = ßf] and G(g(p2, ... , ßm), ßi, ■■■ , ßm) = 0

for \ßj - ß^\ < ô, j = 2, ... , m; furthermore, g(p2, ■■■ , ßm) is Ck or

analytic for \ßj - ß^\ < ô, j = 2, ... , m. We have therefore shown that

if the point /leR™ with |/i - mo\ < 3 lies on the Ck or analytic surface

*% \ß\ = g(ß2, ■■■ , ßm) and if

(19) n = -\Al(/i),

then, from (16)—(18), it follows that d(n , /i) = i/„(«,//) = 0 and dnn(n, /i) =
20(n, /i) ^ 0; i.e., ( 1^) with /i e f? has a multiplicity-two, semistable limit

cycle L^, through the point on /0 with coordinate n(ß) determined by (19).

Furthermore, on the side of the surface W where G(m) > 0, the equation
d(n(ji), m) - 0 with n(jt) given by (19) has two real solutions given by

(20) n±(M) = -\Ax(m) ± JA\{p)/A - A2<jt)

and on the side of ^ where G(p) < 0, d(n(M), m) — 0 has no real solution; i.e.,
locally, (If,) has two limit cycles if G(/i) > 0 and no limit cycle if G(m) < 0.
And it follows from (17) that if n±(jt) is given by (20) then d„(n±(M), /<) ̂  0
respectively; i.e., locally, (lM) has two simple (unstable or stable) limit cycles

if G(m) > 0. The fact that the side of W on which (1^,) has two simple limit
cycles is determined by the sign of a)oa0J\Aß\ , with A/¿i = ß\ —g(ß2, ••• , ßm),

follows exactly as in Theorem 3 in [4] or as in the theorem in the appendix

of [28]; and the fact that the period Tf, of the limit cycle Lf, of (If,) with
^e? approaches 7o as /i approaches mo follows exactly as in the proof of

the existence of the Poincaré map, cf., e.g., Theorem 1 on p. 194 in [9]. This

completes the proof of Theorem 2.

Remark 5. The surface

f" : n = -\A{(g(ß2 , . . . , ßm) , ß2 , ■ ■ ■ , ßm)

defined in the proof of Theorem 2 is the lifting of the surface W from the
parameter space Rm into the (//,«) space Rm+1 ; locally it represents the

bifurcation surface d(n, /i) = 0 as defined in [26].

Remark 6. In [24] it is shown that for an analytic system (1^,), any local one-

parameter family of multiplicity-two limit cycles W (such as that established in

Theorem 2 with m = 2) can be continued to a unique, maximal, one-parameter

family of multiplicity-two limit cycles which is either unbounded or cyclic or

which terminates at a degenerate Hopf bifurcation of order k > 2 (which is

generically of order k = 2) or at a degenerate homoclinic loop bifurcation of

order k > 2 (which is generically of order k = 2) or at a degenerate critical

point of (1^,).   It is also shown in [24] that this same type of termination
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principle holds for one-parameter families of multiplicity- k limit cycles %

(whose local existence is established in [24]). That work extends the author's

planar termination principle for one-parameter families of simple limit cycles
in [28] to one-parameter families of multiple limit cycles.

In the next section we show that if a one-parameter family of multiplicity-two

limit cycles W of (1^) terminates at a homoclinic loop bifurcation at m - Mo,
then generically there is a unique homoclinic loop bifurcation curve ß? through

the point Mo € R2 and the curves ^ and ß? have a flat contact at m = Mo-

4. Intersections of W and ßf

The discussion in this section is restricted to the case where /i G R2. We
therefore let m — (a, ß) and begin with a few preliminary definitions.

Definition 2. If k g C(0, oo) and there are positive constants ô, ko, and ao >

1 such that for 0 < ß < ó \K(ß)alQ/ß\ < ko, then K(ß) is exponentially flat at

ß = 0.

Definition 3. If k g C°°(0, oo) and /c(0+) = k'(0+) = • • • = 0, then K(ß) has
aflat contact (or a contact of infinite order) with the ß-axis at ß = 0; and if

g,heC°°(ßo,oo) and g{k)(ß£) = h^(ß+) for k = 0, 1, 2, ... , then g and

h have aflat contact at the point (ao, ßo) e R where «o = S(ßo ) = h(ßo ) •

If k G C°°(0, oo) and k(0+) exists then we can define the right-hand deriva-

tive at ß = 0,

r' rm      Hm *(/*)" *(0+)*+(0) = Ä—ß—

if the limit exists. If k'+(0) and /c'(0+) both exist then it follows from the mean

value theorem that k'+(0) = k'(0+) . Furthermore, it is not difficult to show that

if k G C°°(0, oo) is exponentially flat at ß = 0 and if k(0+) , /c'(0+), ... exist,
then k(0+) = k'(0+) = ■ • • = 0, i.e., ¡c(ß) has a flat contact with the /?-axis at

ß — 0 ; however, K(ß) being exponentially flat at ß = 0 does not imply that

K(ß) has a flat contact with the /?-axis at /? = 0 unless we know that k'(0+) ,
k"(0+) , ...  all exist. For example, the function

K(ß) = e~xlß sin(e1//?) G C°°(0, oo)

is exponentially flat at ß = 0, k(0+) = 0, and k'+(0) = 0, but k'(0+) does not
exist and K(ß) does not have a flat contact with the /?-axis at ß = 0. Thus, in

the context of Definitions 2 and 3, Dumortier, Roussarie and Sotomayor [15]

only show that the surfaces W and ß?, defined in [15], have an exponentially

flat intersection, but they do not show that ^ and ßf have a flat contact since,

as they point out in their final remark, the derivatives r'(0+), r"(0+), ... may

not exist. However, according to Theorem 5 or its corollary in this paper, the

surfaces ^ and ß? in [15] do, in fact, intersect at a flat contact and P(0+) =

r"(o+) = --- = o.
In this section, we show that if a C°° system (1^) with /i G R2 has a

multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation curve 'W which intersects a homoclinic

loop bifurcation curve ff at a point /<o G R2, then typically ^ and %? have a

flat contact at the point Mo (cf. Corollary 4). More specifically, if a C°° system

(1^,) with /i G R2 has a multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation curve ^ which

terminates at a homoclinic loop bifurcation as m —* Mo = (<*o, ßo), i-C, if as
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a

'ßr

^OJ

O-(í30ll < 0 O-Cûq/, > 0

Figure 8. The bifurcation diagram for the system (1^)

under the hypotheses of Theorem 3 where cr_ = ± sgn V

• f(0, h(ß), ß) for ß < ßo according to whether the

Poincaré map is defined on the exterior or on the inte-

rior of r0 respectively

ß —> /?o~ the one-parameter family of multiplicity-two limit cycles Xß(t) of (1^)

approaches a separatrix cycle So = T0 U {0} at a hyperbolic saddle point 0 of

(1^0), then V • f(0, /f0) = 0. (Cf. Theorem 3.) Hence, the resonance condition

(1.9) in [16] is satisfied and according to Theorem A in [16], we typically have

a unique homoclinic loop bifurcation curve ß? through the point mo € R2 (cf.

Theorem 4) and furthermore, ß? and fê intersect at a flat contact at mo € R2

(cf. Theorem 5).
The next theorem shows that if a multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation

curve ^ intersects a homoclinic loop bifurcation curve ßif at a point /#o G R2 ,

then V • f(0, /i0) = 0; i.e., in the terminology of [16], we have a homoclinic

bifurcation at resonant eigenvalues. (Note that in this case, the eigenvalues

of Df(0, mo) are equal in magnitude and of opposite sign.) Theorem 3 and

its corollary also determine the local bifurcation diagram and the local phase

portraits for the system (1^,) with // near mo in the generic case. As on p. 183

in [16], a vector field f G C°°(R2 x R2) is said to be generic if it belongs to a

residual subset of C°°(R2 x R2).

Theorem 3. In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 1, suppose that there ex-

ists a ô > 0 such that the C°° system (If,) with // = (a, ß) G R2 has a

homoclinic loop bifurcation curve ßf : a = h(ß) for ßo- S < ß < ßo + ô and

a multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation curve & : a = g(ß) for ßo < ß <

ßo + ô which intersect at mo = (oto, ßo) > *•£•> ao = h(ßo) = g(ßo) and for
all t G R, \imß_ß+Xß(t) G To U {0}, where Xß(t) is the one-parameter family

of multiplicity-two limit cycles of (\ßß) with ßß = (g(ß), ß), and To is the

homoclinic loop at the hyperbolic saddle point 0 of (\ß(). It then follows that

V -f(0, Mo) = 0 ; and if the vector field f g C°°(R2 x R2) is generic, it follows that
d[V • f(0, h(ß), ß)]/dß ¿ 0, i.e., V • f(0, h\ß), ß) changes sign at ß = ß0,
and the bifurcation diagram for (if,) with /i near mo is given in Figure S where

Ii is defined by equation (2).
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0 1 2

Figure 9. The local phase portraits for the system (1^)

under the hypotheses of Corollary 3 with m in the re-
gions 0,1, and 2 shown in Figure 8

Corollary 3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, if œ0 > 0, ct_ < 0, and the
Poincaré map is defined on the interior of To, then the phase portraits for the
system (lß) with m in the regions 0,1, and 2 in Figure 8 are given in Figure
9.

Remark 7. The phase portraits for the other cases that can occur in Corollary

3 are not difficult to determine (since the limit cycle that bifurcates from a

simple separatrix cycle T0 has the same stability as the separatrix cycle); e.g., if
too < 0 and cr_ < 0 in Corollary 3, then the phase portraits for the system (1^)

are obtained simply by reversing the direction of the flow in Figure 9. More

importantly, whether the one-parameter family of multiplicity-two limit cycles

W in Figure 8 exists for ß > ß0 or for ß < ßo is determined by the stability
of the degenerate homoclinic loop To of (1^,) and, in particular by the sign

of lo, defined by (4); i.e., if 70 < 0 then f exists for ß > ßo (as in Figure

8) and if I0 > 0 then W exists for ß < ßo (as in Figure 8 rotated through n
radians about the line ß = ßo).

Theorem 3 and its corollary follow directly from Theorems 1 and 2, Corollary
1 and the following lemma, which is Lemma 4 in [25].

Lemma 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3,

lim 2Jj(ß) = I j

for j - 1,2 where Jj(ß) is defined by equation (14) with m = Mß = (s(ß), ß)
and g(ß) is defined in the hypotheses of Theorem 3.

We may, without loss of generality, assume that /io = 0 ; otherwise, we can

translate the origin of the parameter space R2 to the point Mo • The next
theorem is Theorem A, p. 183 in [16] for the case when x G R2.

Theorem 4. Suppose that f is a generic, C°° vector field, f:R2xR2-»R2, that

the system (lß) with //= 0 has a homoclinic orbit To at the hyperbolic saddle
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point 0 of (lo), and that the "resonance condition" V • f(0, 0) = 0 is satisfied.

It then follows that there exists a ô > 0 and a C°° diffeomorphic change of

parameters e — e(/f) at /i = 0, with inverse /i = /t(e), and a function K(e\)

continuous on [0, S) and of class C°° on (0, ô) with /c(0) = 0 such that (lß)

has a unique, multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation curve W : e2 = K(e\) on

(0, Ô) and a unique homoclinic loop bifurcation curve ß? : 62 = 0 on (~ô, ô) ;

furthermore, there exist constants ao > 1 and ko > 0 such that

lim(K(el)al0,ei/el) = k0
£|—>0+

and if for e = e\ g (0, ô), xe(t) denotes the one-parameter family of multiplicity-

two limit cycles of (lß) with /1 = /i(e, /c(e)), then for all t e R, lime_*o+ xe(t) G

To U{0}.

Theorem 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4, the multiplicity-two limit cycle

bifurcation curve W and the homoclinic loop bifurcation curve ß? have a flat

contact at /1 = 0.

Corollary 4. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3, if f is a generic vector field,

then fê and ß? have a flat contact at m — Mo-

Theorem 5 follows from the next lemma, which implies that /c(0+) = /c'(0+)

= k"(0+) = .-- = 0.

Lemma 5. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4, for n = 0, 1,2,...

K^(e) = 0(a~l/c/e2"-1)

as e —» 0+.

Before proving this lemma, we note that under the hypotheses of Theorem

4, it follows from Corollary 4.3, p. 205 in [16] that there exists a function a(e)

which is locally of class C°° near e = 0 such that the bifurcation equation

(4.8) on p. 203 in [16] has the normal form

r = e2 + a(e1,e2)r1+£l + 0(r1+o>)

as e —► 0+ where 0 < (o < 1 ; furthermore, according to R.emark 4.4, p. 206

in [16], «o — a(0) > 1 and, as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 on p. 211 in [16],
for r and e = ei near zero, there exists a unique C°° solution e2(r, e) of the

"bifurcation equation"

(21) r = e2(r, e) + a(e, e2(r, e))rl+£ + O(rl+0))

as e -» 0+ where co is some fixed constant with 0 < œ < 1 ; cf. equation

(5.11a), p. 211 in [16]. Also, as on p. 211 in [16], we let r*(e) be the unique
C°° solution of the equation defining the "fold condition" (along the curve W)

(22) \=(l+e)a(e,e2(r*(e),e))r,(ey + 0(r*(er)

as e -+ 0+ ; cf. equation (5.11b), p. 211 in [16]. The next lemma then follows

directly from Lemma 5.3 on p. 211 in [16] and the fact that a(e, e2(r,(e), e)) =

a0 + a\e + 0(e2) as e -> 0+ which follows from Taylor's theorem.
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Lemma 6. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4, there are constants ao > 1 and
k0>0 such that

lim alJen(e) = ko,     lim r»(e)
£-►0+ £->0+

1/flo,     lim elnr»(e) = In 1/ao,
e-»0+

and
lim (alJeK(e)/e) -> k0

£—0+      u

where a0 = a(0) > 1, ko = exp[-l -ai/a0], K(e) is the function defined in

Theorem 4 and rt(e) is the solution of (22).

Remark 8. It can be shown that

/•,(e) = M0"1/£[l + O(e)]   and   /c(e) - koea~i/e[l + 0(e)]

as e —► 0+ ; however, this will not be necessary for our purpose.

Proof of Lemma 5. As in [16], let the functions e2(r,e) and r*(e) be the

unique, C°° solutions of (21) and (22) respectively and, as on p. 212 in [16],

define the function tc(e) = e2(r»(e), e)) for small e > 0 and define /c(0) = 0.
It then follows from Lemma 5.3 in [16] that k g C[0, ô) for some ô > 0 and
it follows, as in the proof of Lemma 5.3 in [16], that for 0 < e < ô , fc(e) and
r*(e) are the unique C°° solutions of

K(e) = n(e) - a(e, K(e))r*(e)l+£ + 0(n(e)l+w)

and

(23) l = (l+e)a(e,K(e))rt(e)£ + 0(r,(er)

as e -» 0+ respectively. The first of these equations could be used to obtain

asymptotic estimates for K(n)(e) in terms of r» (e) ; however, a sharper estimate

can be obtained if we substitute equation (23) into the above equation for jc(e)

to obtain

(24) K(e) = ea(e,K(e))n(e)l+e + 0(r*(ey+ca)

as e —> 0+ .
If we let D = d/de, it then follows from (23) and the fact, established

in Lemma 4.2, p. 203 in [16], that the error terms in (23) and (24) can be

differentiated any number of times, that

(1 + e)a(e, K(e))D[r,(e)e] = -D[(l + e)a(e, K(e))]rt(e)c + 0(D[n(e)<°])

a(e, K(e)) + (1 + e)-^(e, /c(e)) + (1 + e)~(e, K(e))ic'(e) rt(e)£

+ 0[rt(er-ir't(e)]

as £-»0+. And then from (24) and Lemma 6,

tc'(e) = ea(e, /c(e))r*(e)V^(e)

+ a(e, K(e)) + e^-(e, /c(e)) + e^-(e, 7c(e))>c'(e) '.00l+e

+ 0(D[rt(e)l+w])

which, in turn, implies that

(25) K'(e) = ea0r,(eyrUe)[l + O(e)]
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as e —» 0+ . Substituting (25) into the equation above for D[rt(e)e] and using

Lemma 6 then leads to

(26) D[n(e)e] = 0(l) + 0(n(er~lr'M, e<(e))

or

e£j| + lnr.(e) = 0(1) + 0(u(er~'K(e), er'M)

or

ri(e)[l + 0(n(er/e, n(e))] = Z^linZîM[i + 0(e)]

or finally

(27) ^.(.)=-r-(,).lnr-w[i + o(«)l

as e -» 0+ since r*(e)w/e = 0(e) and r,(e) = 0(e) as e -* 0+ according to

Lemma 6. It follows, using Lemma 6, that

(28) lim e2fli/eri(e) = Icolnao.

It then follows from Lemma 6, (25), and (27) that

(29) lim eal,eK'(e) = ko In a0 •
£—►0+

Next, it follows from (23) that

(l+e)0(e,K(e))Z)2[r*(e)£]

= -D2[(l+e)a(e,K(e))]rt(e)c - 2D[(l + e)a(e, K(e))]D[r.(e)e]

+ 0(D2[r,(e)a])

and from (24) that

K"(e) = ea(e, /c(e))D2[r»(e)1+£] + 2£>[ea(e, /c(e))]D[r,(e)1+£]

+ D2[ea(e, K(e))]r.(e)l+e + 0(D2[rt(e)l+w])

which implies that

(30) K"(e) = ea0r,(e)£r;'(e)[l + O(e)]

as e —» 0+.  Substituting (30) into the above equation for D2[r»(e)£], using

(28), (29), and Lemma 6, then leads to

(31) D2[rt(e)e] = 0(l/e2) + 0(rt(e)w-1<'(e), eri'(e))

or

or

r:'(e)[l + 0(n(er/e, r.(e))] = ^-[1 + 0(e)]

or finally

(32) r>:{e) = rA^l[i+o(e)]
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as e —> 0+ . It then follows from (27) and Lemma 6 that

(33) lim e4a0/e<'(e) = M™ «o)2 •
«-»0+

Thus, from (30) and (33),

lime3ay-V'(e) = fco(lnao)2.
£—»0+

Proceeding in this manner, we assume that

rik\e) = 0(a~l/E/e2k)   and   K^(e) = 0(a~l/s/e2k-1)

as e —> 0+ for k = 0, ... , n - I and show, by induction, that these esti-

mates hold for k = n. Using Lemma 6, it follows from (24) and the above

assumptions that

Kw(e) = ea(e, K(e))D"[rt(e)l+£][l + 0(e)] + 0(Dn[r*(e)i+(0])

which implies that fc("'(e) = 0(eri"\e)) as e -» 0+ and then (23) implies that

D"[rt(e)£] = 0(l/e2"-2) + O^e)^1 ¿n) (e), erïn)(e))

which, after some lengthy algebraic simplification using Lemma 6, implies that

¿n)(e) = 0(r'Mnlu(e)n-x) = 0(a-i/e/e2n)

and this, in turn, implies that

/c^(e) = 0(ao"1/£/e2"-1)

as e —> 0+ . This completes the proof of Lemma 5.

Remark 9. The asymptotic estimate

K("'(6) = O(fl0"l/£/e2"-1)

as e -> 0+ is just what one would expect from the result

K(e) = 0(ea~1/e)

as e —> 0+  in Theorem A in [16] since the «th derivative of the function
F(e) = ea~l/e,

F^(e) = 0(a~l/E/e2"-1)

as e —> 0+ ; in fact,

f("»(e) = (a^'Ve^-'XlnaoHl + 0(e)]

as e -» 0+ for n = 0, 1, 2,... .

Remark 10. In Theorem A of [16], i.e., Theorem 4, Chow, Deng, and Fiedler
show that if the "resonance condition" V • f(0, mo) — 0 is satisfied for a system

(1^0) having a homoclinic loop To at a hyperbolic saddle point 0, then "reso-

nant side switching" typically occurs at mo ', ie-, in the case when f is a generic
vector field, there is a unique homoclinic loop bifurcation curve ß? through

the point Mo and a unique multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation curve <f,

which has a flat contact with ffî at mo according to Theorems 4 and 5. One
disadvantage of these theorems is that it is usually difficult to establish that the

vector field f is generic. However, in the case when I\ ^ 0 or when f(x, a, ß)
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—i-i-ß

0 ßo

Figure 10. Resonant side switching at Mo for the case

when Oo(ß)o~ > 0 for ß < ßo . The arrows indicate the

side of ßT or H on which a limit cycle bifurcates from

To or xi respectively

defines a one-parameter family of rotated vector fields with parameter a, the

following set of conditions, given in terms of quantities which can be easily

calculated, are sufficient for resonant side switching to occur at mo — (ao, ßo) '■

(1) Suppose that (1^0) has a homoclinic loop To at a hyperbolic saddle

point 0, that V • f(0, /i0) = 0, and that V • f(0, h(ß), ß) changes its
sign at ß — ßo, where the function h(ß) is defined in Theorem 1.

(2) Suppose that for /i = (a\, ßo) the system (lß) has a weak focus of

multiplicity one at the critical point xi ; i.e., V • f(x[, a\, ßo) — 0 and

the first focal value o for (1^,), defined by equation (3') on p. 317 in
[9], is not zero; and suppose that (d/da) V • f(x!, a¡, ßo) ^ 0. (It

then follows that there is a unique Hopf bifurcation curve a = H(ß)

through the point (a\, ßo) in the (a, ß) plane.)

(3) Finally, suppose that xj is the only critical point of (1^,) on the interior

of To and that o~\ = (ao - a\)(Oo<Jl\ > 0, where a>o is defined by the
orientation of the homoclinic loop T0 (or of the weak focus xi ), a is
defined by (3') on p. 317 in [9], and I\ is defined by (2). (This implies
that the homoclinic loop bifurcation curve ß? lies on the side of the

Hopf bifurcation curve H on which there exists a limit cycle; cf. Figure

10.)

The theory of rotated vector fields in [7] or [17] can then be used to show

that, under conditions (l)-(3) above, there exists a multiplicity-two limit cy-

cle bifurcation curve W : a = g(ß) defined on the side of /i0 = (ao, ßo)
where ao(ß)o > 0, where a0(ß) = ±V • f(0, h(ß), ß) according to whether

the Poincaré map is defined on the exterior or interior of To respectively, and

lim^_Ä g(ß) = a0 . Cf. Figure 10 for the case when oo(ß)o > 0 for ß < ßo .

There is another type of side switching that typically occurs when the system

(\ß0) has a weak focus of multiplicity two. Since this occurs in many important

examples in the literature, cf., e.g., [11-15], we give a set of conditions which

are sufficient for this type of side switching to occur at Mo = («o, ßo) when

719¿0:
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a,   +

-1- ß

0 ßo

Figure 11. Side switching at mo for the case when

a(ß)(To > 0 for ß > ßo. The arrows indicate the side

of H or %? on which a limit cycle bifurcates from xo

or T0 respectively

(1) Suppose that (lß0) has a weak focus of multiplicity-two at the critical

point x0 and that (d/da)V • f(x0,a0,ßo)^0. (It then follows that
there is a unique Hopf bifurcation curve a - H(ß) through the point

Mo-)
(2) Suppose that for /i = (ai, ßo) the system (lß) has a homoclinic loop

T0 at a hyperbolic saddle point 0 and that V • f(0, a\, ßo) ^ 0.
(3) Suppose that xo is the only critical point of (1^,) on the interior of

T0 and that <j\ = (ao - a^tooOoh > 0, where co0 is defined by the

orientation of the homoclinic loop To (or the weak focus xo), ao =
±V • f(0, ai, ßo) according to whether the Poincaré map is defined on

the exterior or interior of To respectively, and I\ is defined by (2).
(This implies that the Hopf bifurcation curve H lies on the side of

the homoclinic loop bifurcation curve ß? on which there exists a limit
cycle; cf. Figure 11.

The theory of rotated vector fields in [7] or [17] can then be used to show

that there exists a multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation curve W : a = g(ß)

defined on the side of mo = (ao, ßo) on which a^ao > 0, where a^ is the first
focal value for (1^,), defined by (3') on p. 317 in [9], and lim^^, g(ß) = a0 .
Cf. Figure 11 for the case when o(ß)oo > 0 for ß > ß0 .

When both of the above types of side switching occur in a system (1^,), we

have "double side switching" that occurs as in the example of Rousseau at the

end of §2. We end this paper with a set of conditions sufficient for double side

switching to occur when I\ ^ 0.

(1) Suppose that (lß0) has a homoclinic loop r0 at a hyperbolic saddle
point 0, that V • f(0, /i0) = 0, and that V • f(0, h(ß), ß) changes its
sign at ß = ßo , where the function h(ß) is defined in Theorem 1.

(2) Suppose that for M\ = (Qi, ß\), the system (lßl) has a weak focus of

multiplicity-two at the critical point X! and that (d/da)V • f(X[, Mi) ¥=
0. (It then follows that there is a unique Hopf bifurcation curve a =

H(ß) through the point M\ ■)
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a

ß, ßo

Figure 12. Double side switching at mo and m\ ■ The
arrows indicate the side of ß? or H on which a limit

cycle bifurcates from T0 or X) respectively

(3) Suppose that X[ is the only critical point of (1^) on the interior of To,

that ßx < ßo and that for // = (H(ß0), ßo), (¡o = [ao-H(ßo)](o0(T{ßo)Ii
> 0, where a^ is defined for (1^,) by (3') on p. 317 in [9], and for

M = (h(ßx),ß,), ax = [ai - h(ß,)](Ooao(ßi)h > 0, where a0(ß) =
±V • f(0, h(ß)ß) according to whether the Poincaré map is defined
in the exterior or interior of r0  respectively.   Finally, suppose that

o(ß)oo(ß) > 0 for ßx < ß < ßo .

The theory of rotated vector fields in [7] or [17] can then be used to show that

there exists a multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation curve W : a = g(ß) de-

fined for ßx < ß < ßo with lim^ß, g(ß) = a0 and lirn^y?, g(ß) = ax and

that we have the bifurcation diagram shown in Figure 12, or that bifurcation

diagram rotated about the /?-axis. The curve ^ has a flat contact with ß? at

Mo and is tangent to H at mi •

Appendix I

Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1 (with k > 2), we can obtain a result

similar to the result in Theorem 1 for the system (1^) linearized about m = Mo,

x = f(x,M) = f(x, mo) + fß(x,Mo)(M ~ Mo) + 0(m - Mo)2

(34) = f(x, mo) + £f«(x, Mo> + 0(e2)

= f(x, mo) + eg(x,mo,v) + 0(e2)

with m - Mo = £v and g(x, Mo, v) = fß(x, Mo)v , in terms of the Melnikov

function M(mo, v) for the perturbed system (34),

e- J0 v-f(y„(( ),Mo)dt {{yo{t) > Mo) A g(yo(/) j ^ u)dt
-oo
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given by equation (4.5.6), p. 187 in [8] or by equation (3), p. 379 in [9]. Since

gVj (x, mo , 0) = tftj (x, mo) , it follows that

e-^W.^fAf^oW,/^.
-oo

It then follows from Lemma 2, with the integrals Ij given by equation (2), that

This result was also obtained in [10]; cf. equation (15) in [10].   And from

(35) we see that deßj(Mo) = -(OoMßj(ßo, 0)/|f(x0, mo)\ ; cf. Lemma 1.1 in [6].
The relationship (35) between the displacement function for (\ß) and the Mel-
nikov function for (34) makes it clear that, under the hypotheses of Theorem

1, we have d(Mo) - 0 and dßi(ßo) ¥= 0 for the system (1^) or equivalently

M(mo, 0) = 0 and Mv¡(mo, 0) ^ 0 for the perturbed system (34); thus, using
the implicit function theorem, we can establish the existence of a family of ho-

moclinic orbits for (1^), as in Theorem 1, or for (34), as in Theorem 3.1 in [6]

or Theorem 4, p. 384 in [9] or Lemma 4 in [10].

Remark 11. Melnikov type integrals or equivalent computations appear in the

1890 paper [30] by H. Poincaré (cf. the comments on p. 151 in [31]), in the 1953
paper [7] by G. F. D. Duff (cf. equation (3.1.7,) in [7]), in the 1963 paper by
V. K. Melnikov [32], in the 1964 thesis by J. Sotomayor [33], in the 1964 paper
by V. I. Arnold [34], and in the book by A. A. Andronov et al. [1] published
in 1966 (cf. equation (36), p. 384 in [1]; also see references [35] and [36]). It

is therefore difficult to pin down the origins of Melnikov's method. Suffice it

to say that the idea of computing the distance separating trajectories of (lß),
i.e. computing the displacement function, as well as its partial derivatives with
respect to parameters, in terms of certain integrals along the trajectories of (1^,)
has been used by many mathematicians working on the theory of nonlinear

systems of ordinary differential equations at various times during the past 100

years.

Appendix II

In order to derive the variational equations of (1^,) along a trajectory x(í,m)
of (1^) near the homoclinic orbit r0 of (1^0), let a>o denote the orientation
of the separatrix cycle So = To U {0} and let a = ß\. Then for

Ç(t,M) = dx(t,M)/da

we obtain the differential equation

(36) £ = Df(x(í,/,),/,)í + fa(x(í,/i),/i)

by differentiating (1^) with respect to a and interchanging the order of differen-

tiation. In coordinates (s, n) along a perpendicular to the trajectory x(i,/i) of

(lM) at the point x(0, /i), the normal component of the first variation f(i, //)

is given by

dn/da = (o0p/\f\

where p(t) = £ A f(x(i, m) , M)', °f- Figure 13. This is equation (7) in §2 with

x(i, m) - xß(t) ■ Since p = £ A f = £/2 - £,2f\, it follows that

(37) ¿ = ¿l/2-&/l+Él/2-Í2/l.
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' x(t, U) Mi, u)

?

Figure 13. The local coordinates (s, n) along and per-
pendicular to the trajectory x(í,m) of (1^) with n be-

ing the exterior normal

But, from the differential equation (1^), it follows that

u
dxi

i-      ■■       df\ ■
J\ = X\ = --X\ + ——x2

dX2'

and

(38)
>     ..      df2 .      df2 .
f2 = X2=dX-1Xl + dx-2X2-

Substituting (36) and (38) into (37) then leads to

p = (V-f)p-fAfa

which is equation (8) in §2 with x(i, ft) = x*(i). See equation (3.12) on p. 22

in [7].
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